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SPENCERPORT JUNIOR RANGERS CHEERLEADING AND
FOOTBALL POLICY HANDBOOK

MISSION STATEMENT

The Spencerport Junior Rangers, Inc. is a not for profit volunteer organization. It is a member of
the RYFC (American Youth Football & Cheerleading) organization. We cooperate with the
Spencerport School District Athletic programs in the area of Football and Cheerleading. We
strive to provide instruction of Cheerleading and Football for young children in a safe, friendly
and fun environment.

It is our goal in the Spencerport Junior Rangers organization to teach the boys and girls the
fundamentals of football and cheerleading, teamwork and to implant firmly the ideals of good
sportsmanship, honesty and loyalty.

Eligibility

Participants must meet the following requirements to register with the Spencerport Junior
Rangers.

1. Residence: In general, the player must live in the Spencerport School District. A player
may participate with the Spencerport Junior Rangers organization only if one or more of
the following requirements are met:

2. They were on the team roster for the previous season.
3. They have siblings who are current members of the Spencerport Junior Rangers.
4. They attend school in the Spencerport School District or live in the School District.
5. The Spencerport Junior Rangers may register players who reside outside the

Spencerport School District only if there is no other RYFC team within the player’s area
or with the permission of the other RYFC organization’s president.
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Weight and Age

RYFC FOOTBALL PLAYER ROSTERS & ELIGIBILITY

1) Grade Requirements

a. A Squad: Grades 6 and 7
b. B Squad: Grades 4 and 5
c.  C-Team: 3rd grade**
**(2nd graders with parent and SJR President approval, see below)
d. Flag: Kindergarten, 1st & 2nd grades
*subject to change based on RYFC Executive Board voting procedure

2) Player shall be placed on the appropriate level based on grade.

3) Player must be below the following weight limits in order to receive a handoff. It is, however,
allowable for these players to receive a pass beyond the line of scrimmage:

Team Backfield Weight Limit
C Team: None
B Team: 130#
A Team: 155#

4) Player is ineligible to play down to a lower grade level.

5) Player can move up one squad level (example: B Team to A Team) only if it is in the absolute
best interest for the child and others on his team AND only if the following takes place:

a. Approval from the parent(s) in writing (dated and signed)
b. Approval from the teams’ board in writing (dated and signed)
c. Approval from the league board (majority vote in which involved team does not vote)
d. Written approval from the parent(s) and the teams board must be submitted to the
league for review before an approval vote (not necessarily for 2nd graders playing on C).

6) No Player will be eligible if in high school.

7) Revised team rosters are required to be submitted to RYFC for any changes to rosters (ex.
Jersey number change due to sizing/injury) after certification.

8) Additions to an affiliate’s Certified Roster after the beginning of the first football game of the
current season is prohibited

9) A player may participate in a modified level sport, except football, provided they meet all
practice requirements for both RYFC and the other organization.
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RYFC CHEERLEADING ROSTERS AND ELIGIBILITY

1) Cheerleading participant ages are based on their age as of December 1 of the current year.

2) In order to be rostered to an RYFC affiliate’s cheerleading squad the participant must be at
least of the age to be enrolled in a public school kindergarten program and no older than 15
years or 8th grade, whichever is higher.

3) Rostering to a cheerleading squad will be determined by the participant’s school grade as of
September of the current season:

a. A Squad: Grades 6 and 7
b. B Squad: Grades 4 and 5
c. C Squad: Grades 2 and 3
d. Flag Squad: Kindergarten, grades 1, and 2
*subject to change based on RYFC Executive Board voting procedure

4) There are no “Bridge Grades” that would allow rostering between corresponding squads.
Special circumstances may be brought to the RYFC board for consideration as necessary.

5) Tryouts for a squad at any level or positional tryouts for any squad are prohibited.

6) An affiliate may create multiple squads at any level provided the affiliate is in compliance with
rostering rules of RYFC.

7) Participants may be added to an affiliate’s Certified Roster up to the beginning of the first
football game of the current season. Unless in the instance that the organization has set a roster
size cap or closed out registration for bookkeeping purposes.

8)Additions to an affiliate’s Certified Roster after the beginning of the first football game of the
current season is prohibited

9) A player may participate in a modified level sport, except cheerleading, provided they meet all
practice requirements for both RYFC and the other organization.
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Attendance and Practice Policies

RYFC Football Practice and Equipment Usage Policy
SJR & RYFC require that a football player must have 10 hours of practice/conditioning practice
before they can participate in full contact with pads.

If a player misses any of the initial dates/ practice requirements they must be made up, with the
help of a coach on their team, before they can move on to the next step.

ATTENDANCE

This organization has a high level of commitment required for both sports, this should be
considered with the utmost importance prior to registering your child.

Cheerleading and football at this level are team sports, thus it is imperative to have all members
of the team present for a productive practice. With this being said all practices are to be
considered mandatory.
*Unless previously approved by the Head of Operations for your sport, Coordinator, and Head
Coach (preferably in writing)

This organization is a commitment and that needs to be considered prior to registering an
athlete. Lack of attendance, in either sport, poses a huge risk of safety to those that are in
attendance. Football players learn assignments which can vary depending on the opponent.
New plays are also constantly introduced. Cheerleading attendance is critical. Poor attendance
diminishes the effectiveness of every single practice, the continuity of coaching and is
detrimental to team spirit.

Therefore, the Spencerport Junior Rangers Board has instituted the following attendance
policies for all teams

Excused absences are:  Mandatory school function (Open House/Curriculum
Night or Parent/Teacher Conferences); religious obligation; illness (provided the
head coach is notified by the parent or guardian before practice begins) and
serious injury or TRUE family emergency. Excused absences should be kept to a bare
minimum as excessive absences pose a significant safety risk to your child and their
teammates. Every effort should be made for parents to have their players arrive on time to
scheduled events, including games and practices

Unexcused Absences are: Dance classes, family vacations, other sports, birthday
parties, sleepovers, hair appointments etc. You & your child have made a commitment to
be part of a team, and it is important to place that team high on your list of priorities. *Again,
Unless previously approved by the Head of Operations for your sport, Coordinator, and Head
Coach (preferably in writing)
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FOOTBALL SPECIFIC ATTENDANCE NOTES:

· Please be aware and understanding that the month of August is critical for the player to learn
the fundamentals of football and cheerleading

· SJR & RYFC require that a football player must have 10 hours of practice/conditioning
practice before they can participate in full contact with pads. If a player misses any of the initial
dates/ practice requirements they must be made up, with the help of a coach on their team,
before they can move on to the next step.

· If a player misses FIVE (5) or more practices in the month of August their head coach has
the authority to pull them from the first game of the season if they deem that the child is not
ready to perform. They are still required to be in attendance, in full uniform, to support their
team.

· Once games commence (last Week of August) if a child has two (2) missed practices in a
week (excused or unexcused), they will not be allowed to participate in that weekend’s game!!
They are still required to be at the game, in full uniform, to support their team.

· If you skip a schedule game for an unexcused absence you will forfeit your spot on the
roster

CHEERLEADING SPECIFIC ATTENDANCE NOTES:

· Please be aware and understanding that the month of August is critical for the player to
learn the fundamentals of football and cheerleading

· If a player misses FIVE (5) or more practices in the month of August their head coach has
the authority to pull them from the first competition of the season if they deem that the child is
not ready to perform. They are still required to be in attendance, in full uniform, to support their
team.

· If a player misses EIGHT (8) or more practices in the month of August they are not allowed
to participate in the first competition of the season, no exceptions to this policy will be made.
They are still required in attendance, in full uniform, to support their team.

· If an athlete misses the last practice of the week before a competition, excused or
unexcused, the Head Coach & Cheer Coordinator have the authority to pull the athlete from that
event (joint decision will be made before decision is rendered).

· Attendance at the first 4 football games of the season is MANDATORY per RYFC, in
addition attendance at Playoff and Championship games is also mandatory, unless these events
conflict with a competition.

· If you skip a schedule competition for an unexcused absence you will forfeit your spot on the
roster
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SJR Cheerleading Athletes Participating in All Star Cheerleading : We are excited to have you
take your commitment to this sport to the next level by participating in both programs. With that
being said the above issues regarding attendance are still pertinent. Any athlete looking to
participate in both programs must submit, via email, notification of conflicts immediately upon
registration so they can be reviewed by the Cheerleading Coordinator and Executive Board.

We ask for the following:

1) Immediate email notification once the child is registered, stating what program they are
participating in and what conflicts you are currently aware of.

2) Open lines of communication regarding your practice schedule and changes for the other
organization

3) At Minimum, 1 Practice per month where an absence request is filled with your All Star gym
to make SJR practice a priority

4) Work with your head coach to ensure that the needs of our organization are met the week of
any registered cheerleading competition for SJR

To be clear - we don't expect 100% perfect attendance at any level for Football or Cheerleading,
we know that life can sometimes get in the way. Where we struggle and need your help is
communicating the absence or tardiness in a reasonable time frame. In addition, we expect that
no child should ever be a “No Call, No Show” for any of our SJR Practices/Events.

Communication is the key when it comes to attendance. We will ABSOLUTELY work with you
and will support your athlete as best we can, regardless of circumstance. Each family is in their
own unique scenario, and no two instances are the same. No comparisons should be made
between your attendance and another family's attendance.

If there is a family emergency - take care of family first and foremost and we will work with you
once we have communication on the circumstances.
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GENERAL INFO ON PRACTICES

The Spencerport Junior Rangers practice starts the first Monday in August, or as designated by
RYFC. Practices will be held Monday- Thursday in August Timeline as follows

Tackle Football -

● 6pm-7:30pm for first 2 Practice Days of the season
● 6pm-8pm for the remainder of the season

Flag Football

● Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday Practices only
● 6pm-7:30pm

A, B, C Cheerleading

● 6pm-7:30pm for first 2 Practice Days of the season
● 6pm-8:30pm for the remainder of the first 2 weeks of the season
● 6pm-8pm for the remainder of August

Flag Cheerleading

● 6pm-7:30pm for first 2 Practice Days of the season
● 6pm-8pm for the remainder of the first 2 weeks of the season
● 6pm-7:30pm for the remainder of August

Upon the commencement of the school year, practices will be reduced to 3 days per week (2 for
Flag) as follows:

Cheerleading: Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday 6-8pm

Football: Tuesday, Thursday (6- 8 pm) and Saturday morning (10-12pm).

Football Rain/Makeup Days Generally Occur on Wednesdays or Fridays

Once School commences each team can practice no more than 6 hours per week

The exception to the above policy is that Cheerleading Teams may practice 10 hours the week
of their Cheerleading Championships Competition

Flag Cheerleading and Football practice times may vary and will be posted on our website.

Typically they have been Tuesdays and Thursday from 6-7:30pm for both

**All of the above Practice days/ times are subject to change based on SCSD facility availability,
as well as 3rd Party facility availability. Changes, additions, and corrections will always be
communicated to families via email and sportsengine/our website
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GENERAL INFO ON PRACTICES (con’t)

We do practice in all weather, except lightning and the presence of thunder. Section V Rules
requires a 30 minute delay of play with the presence of thunder and lightning.

Heat, wind, rain, mud, snow and cold conditions very rarely lead to a cancellation of practice.
Any decision to cancel a practice will be made at the field by the President or another board
member. A decision will not be made any earlier than 5pm. We ask that you please do not reach
out for a decision earlier than this time frame.

Full Weather Policy can be found below on page 18

While you are not required to stay and watch practice,in the case of inclement weather please
be ready to pick your child up immediately should the weather merit the cancellation of practice.

There are certified First Aid and CPR coaches at the practice field at all times. They keep an
eye on the extreme heat and cold, and will have any child that needs to sit out do so.

The parent/guardian that registered the child will be contacted first in the case of an emergency,
should we not be able to reach you we will contact those emergency numbers provided at
registration

Under no circumstances are guests other than parents, relatives and siblings allowed at
practices. All parents, relatives and siblings must stay off the playing field and remain in
designated areas. As stated in our Parent Contract, Those that register a player acknowledge
that all members of their family are expected to abide by all policies and procedures of the
organization.

INDOOR PRACTICES ARE TO BE CONSIDERED CLOSED. Exceptions to this policy must be
approved by the head coach and coordinator

It is also very important to have your child to practice on time, and to pick them up on time. The
coaches are required to stay until every child has been picked up. In most cases, the coaches
are volunteers that have worked a full day at their jobs and are anxious to get home to their
family. Please be considerate in picking up your child in a timely manner. .

As you know, the summer months can be extremely hot. Please be sure your child brings plenty
of water to practice. It is also a good idea to keep dinner light prior to practice. A full stomach
can lead to cramps, etc. while exercising in warm weather.
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Registration/Fees

Registration, once opened, is open first to current families/siblings. Registration is currently
done all online through our SportsEngine Platform, with payment due in full at the time of
registration via electronic payment, unless other arrangements are made in advance.

After the stated deadline registration will then open to the public, deadline changes each year
and will be communicated once registration is open.

Changes to our current electronic process will be advertised on our website on an as needed
basis.

Online process currently allows for parents to complete the required Participant Contract and
upload all other necessary documents

Registration is on a first come first serve basis.
A child’s spot is not guaranteed until we receive completed and electronically signed forms and
payment.

REGISTRATION INFORMATION FOR 2023
Flag Football & Flag Cheer: $180
Early Registration: $160

A, B & C Football & Cheer: $295
Early Registration: $275

Early registration pricing period and deadline will be communicated to all families once
registration opens and will only be available to returning families & siblings from that family.

Family Discount Details
Note: Family discounts do NOT apply during any early registration periods

If you are registering 2 players in your family, you will receive a $10 discount on each
registration

If you are registering 3 or more children receive a you will receive a $15 discount on each
registration

In order for the registration system to recognize that you are registering multiple players, please
register all of your players at the same time
***Failure to do so will result in a forfeiture of your Family's Discount rates.***

*Registration fees, and Early registration dates are subject to change. All changes will be
communicated via our website prior to registration opening each year
.
Registration Fees are exclusive of a mandatory fundraising fee. Mandatory Fee for that is due in
advance of the season starting, details will be communicated annually to families in advance.
Other non-mandatory fundraising options available for participation throughout the season
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REFUND POLICY

Refunds are only available on a case by case basis and must be approved by the President.

If granted, these refunds will be made electronically to the card used at the time of registration

Refund Schedule is as follows:

1. Any participant who withdraws prior to May 30th shall be refunded all monies paid towards
registration with the exception of a $25.00 administration fee.

2. Any participant who withdraws on or after June 1st and up to the date of equipment handout
shall be refunded all monies paid towards registration fees with the exception of a $50.00
administration fee to help cover costs incurred

3. Any participant who withdraws after the equipment handout date or by July 31st shall be
refunded 50% of registration fees paid

4. Any participant who withdraws on or after August 1st will NOT be eligible for the refund of any
registration fees.

4a. In the rare occurrence that an injury occurs during a Jr Rangers practice, game or
competition and the child is no longer able to participate the President may provide a
discretionary refund minus costs incurred

Requests for deviation from this policy must be made in writing to the President for
consideration.
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Equipment and Uniform Policy

Registration and fundraising fees include the following:

Football players: INCLUDED -Helmet, shoulder pads, rib pads, mouth guard (1st one), practice pants,
practice jersey, game pants, game day socks (1st pair), October socks and game jersey. Practice pants
and game pants include integrated padding. Game day Jerseys are now included in your registration fee
and are yours to keep at the end of the season

NOT INCLUDED: - additional mouth guards or socks, cup, cleats, special mouthguards for
braces. All football players must wear cups at practice and games. Any special eyewear
protection for eyeglass wearers is also not included but is recommended. Any warm-ups/cold
weather jackets.

Cheerleaders: INCLUDED – Uniforms (3 pieces – skirt, vest, and long sleeve undershirt), pom poms,
game/competition bow, October bow.

NOT INCLUDED and purchased separately -
-Lollies, sneakers - The organization will provide suggested style and information prior to the start
of practices, as well as an opportunity to purchase
-Any warm-ups/ cold weather jacket.- The organization does not require you to purchase warm-
up sets for the season, but we only allow neutral or Jr Rangers colors on the sidelines of football
games (navy blue, gold, gray, black)

CHEERLEADING UNIFORMS, FOOTBALL PRACTICE PANTS, GAME PANTS AND JERSEY MUST BE
AIR DRIED AFTER WASHING (DO NOT USE A DRYER! ) Each family will notice that our uniform care
policy agreement is built into the electronic registration process. a copy of this can also be found on the
Program Information tab of our website

Equipment costs represent one of the largest line items in our budget. We do our best to provide
members of the organization with the best equipment possible for their given sport. All practice and game
day uniforms (football & cheer) and all protective gear are loaned to our players and cheerleaders at the
start of the season.

EQUIPMENT AND UNIFORMS MUST BE RETURNED AT THE END OF THE SEASON OR YOUR
CHILD WILL NOT RECEIVE A TROPHY AND WILL NOT BE ABLE TO REGISTER FOR THE
FOLLOWING SEASON!

SJR Uniforms are NOT costumes, and are never to be worn for anything other than official SJR Events.
They must never be worn for things such as school spirit days or Halloween.

THEY ALSO MUST BE RETURNED INTACT - DO NOT REMOVE ANY TAGS AT ALL,
DO NOT CUT ANYTHING ON THE UNIFORMS. CONTACT A COACH OR BOARD
MEMBER FOR QUESTIONS.

PARENTS WILL ALSO BE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE COST OF REPLACING DAMAGED UNIFORMS
AND EQUIPMENT!
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NO ALTERATIONS SHOULD BE MADE TO ANY UNIFORMS WITHOUT PRIOR CONSULTATION WITH
THE SPORT SPECIFIC COORDINATOR.YOU SHOULD NEVER MAKE ANY ALTERATIONS
ON YOUR OWN

EQUIPMENT “DEPOSITS”

Jr Rangers will now require that each registration also include an equipment “deposit”. This will
be in the form of a post dated check (dated November 15th of the current season) to keep on
hand should a uniform be returned damaged, or not returned at all. This check will be returned
at the end of the season once the uniform is handed in. A cash deposit must be received if a
post dated check is not available.

$50 – Flag Football (per athlete)

$150 – Tackle Football, and All Cheerleading Squads (per athlete)
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Parent Volunteer Requirements

The Spencerport Junior Rangers is a volunteer “not for profit” organization. All board members,
coaches and other members in the organization volunteer their time to assist in running the day
to day operations. As a result the Spencerport Jr. Rangers has the following volunteer
requirements for parents:

a. All Families (including Flag and Cheerleading) must volunteer in order for their child
to participate in the program each year.

Families with up to 3 athletes registered will need to volunteer a minimum of 3-4 times per family
per season.
Families with 4 or more athletes registered will need to volunteer a minimum of 5-6 times per
family per season.

The number of times required will be communicated to you once rosters are closer to
being finalized and we know our needs for the season.

The quantities above do not include volunteers needed for Playoff and Championship games,
those additional volunteer slots will need to be filled in order for teams to participate and will be
based on the schedule of those games and teams in attendance

Volunteers can be any member of the family or a family friend over the age of 16

b. Our games and volunteer schedule GENERALLY comes out by mid August. Games
generally take place on Saturday afternoons or Sunday mornings, and we hold 3-4 home games
a season. Please note we will not release volunteer slots until we have a solidified schedule
from RYFC

c. At the time of registration we will take a family's “preferred” volunteer slot type, this is
NOT a guarantee that you will work this position. This preference is taken for purely information
purposes so that our volunteer coordinator has a better idea of who to reach out to when we
need items filled. It will also be used should a family need to be assigned slots.

d. Volunteers positions are managed through our online portal called DIBS, signups will
be opened for the entire organization at once and positions are available on a first come first
serve basis.

We will announce the date these slots will be released as well as the deadline for sign up. If a
family does not sign up by the announced deadline their child will be pulled from practices,
games, and competitions until those slots are claimed.

An email communication will go out to each affected family letting them know that this is taking
place as well as giving them a final reminder and an additional final week to sign up. If slots still
are not chosen after this final reminder, then we will begin assigning families to slots based on
our needs.

Once a slot is locked in, you will receive emails and text reminders before your volunteer day
from the online system, as well as a designated team mom or Board Member
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Please remember it is Never required to volunteer during your child's game, if you prefer to
enjoy that game from the stands please consider volunteering before or after their game. We do
ask that you allow Flag families only to take the Flag slots (except Concessions) as there are
fewer needed during each of their games.

e. You will be responsible for finding a replacement should you not be able to fulfill your
duties on the date of your commitment. Any changes to your volunteer schedule should be
communicated in a timely manner to the Volunteer Coordinator (sjrvolunteer@gmail.com).
The DIBS system will not allow you to drop a volunteer slot within 72 hours of the game time.
Changes after this timeframe must go through the Volunteer Coordinator, no exceptions

Failure to fulfill volunteer requirements will cause suspension of a child from participating in
games and a fee of $50 per missed assignment. Failure to pay the fee will result in the inability
to register in the organization the following season.

Important Notice Regarding Changes to the Game Schedule - If you have signed up for a
volunteer slot and your child’s attendance is called off it is expected that you will still fulfill your
volunteer slot or find a replacement. For example - if Cheerleaders are called off from a game
due to inclement weather and you are signed up to volunteer you will still need to participate
unless the game is cancelled.

*BOARD MEMBERS, COACHES, COORDINATORS AND TEAM MANAGERS/TEAM MOMS
ARE EXEMPT FROM VOLUNTEER REQUIREMENTS. This is due to the tremendous amount
of time already devoted to volunteering with the organization.

Opt-Out Fee Available For Those Families That Prefer Not to Volunteer Their Time
During The Season!!

A donation of $250 can be declared and paid in full no later than equipment handout nights of
the current season to claim your exemption.
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Required Documents

1. Parent Consent: An official RYFC consent form signed by the parent/guardian is
required. We collect electronic signatures on this at the time of registration

2. Participant Agreement: All participants must sign the participant agreement sections of
the RYFC contract that includes, but is not limited to maintaining a “C” average, being
respectful to adults and respect for private property. Also obtained electronically

3. Medical Certificate: A physical form clearing a child for play or A written physical
statement, signed and stamped, by a qualified physician must be received by the first
day of practice. This form must be dated and stamped with the physician's address and
phone number. This certificate must be dated no earlier than August 1st of the previous
year. Under no circumstances will a payer be able to participate in a practice or game
without the required medical certificate.

4. Birth Certificate: A legible photocopy of the player’s birth certificate must be attached to
the player’s RYFC contract. No originals will be accepted. This must be received before
the RYFC certification.

5. Photograph: A passport type photograph (2” x 2”) showing head and shoulders only
must be attached to the RYFC contract and must be updated every year. Photographs
must be kept on file for insurance reasons and will not be returned.

6. Proof of Grade: Snapshot or report card showing students current school year, grade
and district to prove age appropriateness.

All of these items above are required in order to certify your child at the RYFC
certification which is usually held in early August during a regularly scheduled
practice/scrimmage day.
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RYFCL INCLEMENT WEATHER POLICY

If the weather involves rain, snow, sleet, hail, high winds, etc – the game, scrimmage, or
practice will  be canceled at the time the Referees and Team Presidents / VP (or Team Rep
designated by the  President) agree to cancel.

If there is any appearance of LIGHTNING, or audible THUNDER, whatsoever, the game,
scrimmage or  practice is suspended immediately. A waiting period of 30 minutes minimum from
the last time  LIGHTNING or THUNDER was detected is required before the event continues. It is
suggested that  each team has weather watchers for Lightning – Lightening is not always
immediately detected by the  referees and/or the people involved in event activities.

HEAT INDEX TEMPERATURE

The NYSPHSAA Heat Index Temperature Procedure is to be used to for all games,
scrimmages &  practices for limitations and requirements of activities due to heat related injury
prevention. This  information is available on the NYSPHSAA website and will be posted on the
RYFC website. For  reference: The official “Feels Like Temperature (includes Temperature and
Humidity) shall be taken  from www.weatherbug.com for the zip code of the location of the
event.

GAME

If the game has started and the game is called for bad weather, the score will be recorded as a tie if it
is in  the first or second quarters of the game and up to and including half time. However, once the
third quarter  has started and the game is called, the game will be recorded for the scores, which
stand at that time during the third or fourth quarter
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Parent/Coach Communication Guide

Parents need to understand that coaching is a volunteer position that requires a great deal of
time and effort not only during practice but before practice. Coaches are required to get certified,
take clinics and prepare practice plans. Therefore, it is unfair to publically or privately criticize a
coach to other parents or players. We insist that any concerns be made to the coach first and
then a board member and then to the Spencerport Junior Rangers President.The following are
reasonable and unreasonable communication issues:

1. It is reasonable for you to expect your coach to:
a. Communicate changes to the practice schedule well ahead of time.
b. Communicate injuries that may have happened to your athlete during a
practice/game.
c. Be respectful of you.

2. It is reasonable for your coach to expect:
a. To be notified when your athlete has a conflict with the game/competition
schedule.
b. To be notified in advance when your athlete is unable to attend a practice.
c. All athletes to be on time to games, practice and competitions. On time means
that you are at the field in the appropriate attire and ready to start.
d. You to be respectful.

3. It is not appropriate to discuss with your coach at anytime:
a. Playing time.
b. Playing positions.
c. Team strategy.
d. Other athletes.
e. Other parents.

4. It is appropriate to discuss the following concerns with your coach:
a. Any unhealthy mental and/or physical strain noticed in your athlete.
b. How you as a parent can improve the skill and development of your athlete.
c. Positive reinforcements.
d. Injuries.
e. School grades.
f. Any concerns other than those listed in 3.

5. Concern Resolution only after 24 hours has elapsed:
Level-I. Contact your coach by e-mail to address your concern.

a. Never confront your coach without having made them previously aware
of your concern.

b. Never confront your coach during practice, game or competition.
Level-II. Contact board member by e-mail if:

a. You are not comfortable addressing your concern with your coach.
b. It is not appropriate to address with your coach.
c.Your concern was not addressed satisfactorily by your coach.

Level-III. Contact the club president by e-mail if:
a. You are not comfortable addressing your concern with the board

member.
b. Your concern was not addressed satisfactorily by the board member.
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